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	Important lessons and key investment strategies for trading stocks, options, and futures

	Sniper Trading helps readers fine-tune their trading to the point where they know exactly where the market will go and when it will get there. With thirty years of experience, George Angell shows readers how to trade successfully on a consistent and informed basis. Sniper Trading is a complete guide to trading everything from stocks and options to futures. Readers will discover how to price trading, identify buy and sell zones, place spread or seasonal trades, and, most importantly, how to win at trading by overcoming common pitfalls and mastering common learning curves. Angell offers the individual trader the inside track on his most successful investment strategies, so they can profit like the professionals.
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VFX Fundamentals: Visual Special Effects Using Fusion 8.0Apress, 2016

	
		Learn concepts central to visual special effects using the free Black Magic Design Fusion 8.0 software package. This book also provides foundational background information regarding concepts central to digital image compositing, digital video editing, digital illustration, digital painting, 3D, and digital audio in the first six...
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Cultural Mythology and Global LeadershipEdward Elgar Publishing, 2009
`This fascinating collection of local mythology shows how widely leadership models differ across nations, and how deeply these differences are rooted. True global leadership is based on empathy with local variety.'
  - Geert Hofstede, Maastricht University, The Netherlands, author of Culture's Consequences: Comparing Values, Behaviors,...
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Vibration Simulation Using MATLAB and ANSYSCRC Press, 2000
Transfer function form, zpk, state space, modal, and state space modal forms. For someone learning dynamics for the first time or for engineers who use the tools infrequently, the options available for constructing and representing dynamic mechanical models can be daunting. It is important to find a way to put them all in perspective and have them...
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IBM Certification Study Guide - Aix 5L Performance and System TuningIBM Press, 2002
The AIX and IBM eserver pSeries Certifications offered through the Professional Certification Program from IBM are designed to validate the skills required of technical professionals who work in the powerful and often complex environments of AIX and IBM eserver  pSeries. A complete set of professional certifications is available. It includes:
...
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Master Techniques in Orthopaedic Surgery: The ElbowLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2002

	This acclaimed volume of the Master Techniques in Orthopaedic Surgery series is now in its Second Edition--expanded and updated to reflect the latest improvements in surgical technique. The world's foremost elbow surgeons describe their preferred techniques in step-by-step detail, explain the indications and contraindications,...
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Neurotransmitters and Neuromodulators: Handbook of Receptors and Biological EffectsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006

	A complete update of the highly acclaimed handbook with data on all neurotransmitters and the majority of neuromodulators. The coverage is now even more comprehensive, with 15% more entries on neuropeptides, "classic" neurotransmitters and related substances in a clear, alphabetical format. The methodological section has been...
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